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Vast Inequities:
Gender, Race, and Women's Health in the U.S.
JULIASCOTI
In view of the current public
debate concerning health care, we
include in this issue an edited version
of comments given by Julia Scott, (a
nurse, communi-ty organizer, and currently the Director of Public Education Policy at the National Black
Womens Health Project in Washington, D. C.) at a forum at Harvards
School of Public Health in March,
1993. The forum was moderated by
Byllye Ave~ MEd, a visiting follow
at Harvard. If space permits, we will
print additional speeches ftom the
forum in upcoming issues of the
RESIST newsletter.

respect to their health status. What we
found was quite disheartening. A host
of systemic problems lie behind the
unacceptable data.
Good health means more than simply the absence of disease. It involves
not only physical health, but emotional,
spiritual, and economic health as well.
Without denying that access to health
care, reproductive choices, and scre~ning procedures are necessary to maintain health; or that dietary factors, exer•
cise, and related social behaviors play an
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"'"l"""be National Black Women's
i, Health Project is a self-help and
advocacy organization that is committed to improving the overall health status of women of African American
descent and their families. The core
program of the project is based on the
concept and practice of self-help, and
the inclusion of all women of African
descent, with a special focus on those
women living on low incomes. In
preparing for this presentation, we
looked at both the statistical data, and
the realities experienced by women with

important role in determining our
health status, we need to acknowledge
that race, finances, and gender determine ones life options and outcomes.

Vast Inequities
For example, a recent study examined weight gained during pregnancy
by white and African American women.
The study revealed that more than 70%
of the African American women gained
at least the recommended weight
continued on page four ·
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In each issue ofthe -newsletter, we try
to let readers in on some of the many usefol resources that come through our office.
In most cases we try to review the book or
film or manual before we include it here,
but occasionally we'll print something that
just looks good based on the PR sent with
it, so please call the groups listed below for
more info before making a purchase. And
ifyou've got a resource you think other
RESIST readers should know about,
please write and let us know. THANKS!

Women's Health Book
Collective
The Boston Women's Health Book
Collective is a non-profit women,s health
education, advocacy and consulting organization. Ir>s broad purpose is to help individuals and groups to make informed personal
and political decisions about issues affecting
health and medical care, especially as they
relate to women. They believe that women's
health issues must be addressed in an economic, political and social context, and that
women should have a much greater role in
health policy decisions.
The Collective publishes The New Our
Bodies, Ourselves, other books on women
and health, and a series of packets on
"International Women & Health.,, It also
facilitates and/or supports a number of projects: Women,s Health Infurmation Center,
Women & Health in the Media, Tampon
Project (TSS), Speakers Bureau, Latinas &
Health, Coalition to Promote Midwifery
Care in Boston, Women & Health Documentation Centers, International Outreach
& Translation/ Adaptations, Project on
Women & Disability, National Women's
Health Network, Reproductive Rights, and
Community Works.
For information about any of these
projects write: Boston Womens Health Book
Collecti.ve, 240A Elm St., 3rd Fl, Somerville,
MA 02144. Call: (617) 625-0271. FAX:
(617) 625-0294. To obtain a current literature list please include a self-addressed
stamped envelope.

D&S·Speciallssues
Two special issues of Dollars & Sense
focus on Women and the Economy and the
crisis in Healthcare. "Family Values Daze:
Women & the Economy" {No. 182,
December 1992) is a look at women's
unequal economic standing, with articles on
Page Two

low-income women's cooperatives, domestic
violence's economic toll, barriers to quality
women,s health care, an interview with
D.C. Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton, and
economist Randy Albelda on the debate
over family values. "Healthcare Emergency!"
(No. 186, May 1993) addresses rising health
care costs, a design by four activists for a
progressive health care pl~, the case for federally financed health care, the numerous
problems with the pay-or-play and managed
competition proposals, the working conditions of patient-care staff, and the profiteering of pharmaceutical companies. Dollars &
Sense is published monthly by the Economic
Affairs Bureau. It is indexed in Sociological
Abstracts, PAIS Bulletin, Alternative Press
Index, and The Left Index. Subs: $22.95/yr/
individual. $39/2 yrs/individual. $42/yr/
institution. Outside the US add $9/yr for
surface mail, $22/yr for air-mail. Back
issues: $3.50 each. Write: Dollars & Sense,
One Summer St, Somerville, MA 02143.
Call: (617) 628-8411.

provides technical assistance and financial
support to a range of popular health organizations in Central America. The Spring,
1993 issue of Links {Vol 10, #1) focused on
tuberculosis, emphasizing that the recent
rise in TB is a result of social and economic
decline and needs to addressed on that basis.
The issue includes articles on lessons from
the Third World, TB in South Africa,
Community Control of TB in Nicaragua,
Cultural Sensitivity in TB Control and
more. Most of the articles were derived from
a February, 1993 symposium on the international tuberculosis epidemic sponsored by
NCAHRN and Columbia University. Links
is published quarterly, and individual subscriptions are $15 per year, or $25 for two
years. Institutional subscriptions are $25/yr.
Back issues are available for $3.25 per issue
and bulk rates are available. For information, write Links, 11 Maiden Lane, #lOD,
New York, NY 10038, or call NCAHRN at
(212) 732-4790.

Confronting Cancer
Third Side Press, publisher of two previous anthologies on women and cancer, has
released a new book, Confronting Cancer,
Constructing Change which includes an article on breast cancer and the environment
first published in RESIST. The piece, by
Rita Arditti and Tatiana Schreiber, is an
updated and expanded version of the one
we published in our May/June, 1992 issue.
The new volume, edited by Midge Stocker,
explores non-Western, non-traditional possibilities for treatment and recovery;
describes communities of care for women
with cancer; and outlines ways women can
raise our voices demanding equitable availability and treatment for all women. The
book is available for $11.95 at your local
women,s bookstore.

Links Special Issue on TB
Links is the news magazine of the
National Central America Health Rights
Network (NCAHRN), an organization that
works to organize U.S. health workers in
support of health rights in Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Guatemala, and in the U.S.
Through public education, delegations, and
local organizing, NCAHRN has sought to
illuminate the relationship between U.S.
policy and the health of communities in this
country and in Central America. NCAHRN
RESIST Newsletter
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25th Anniversary ARTS/RESIST Event
R

ESIST collaborated with the
Mobius gallery in Boston to sponsor "Acts of Resistance: Making Community(ies)," an art show in commemoration of RESIST's 25th anniversary.
The show was up from Oct 6th - 23rd,
and attempted to bring together artists
and activists - and incit~ future projects, rebellions, and acts of resistance of
all kinds. Our opening on October 6th
was very well attended, the food was
terrific, and the fax machine kept
whirring out faxes from friends and
supporters far and wide (yes, we got
your message Abby Zimberg!).
The Dispersion Project (an interactive exhibit that asks participants to
experience the isolation and difficulty
being part of a community in an age of
AIDS and other hazards) was a particular draw at the opening - with everyone taking their turn putting their
hands into the replication of an anaerobic chamber holding hazardous materials. It turns out the tank gets rather
messy, which is part of what the piece is
about, and we soon learned about the
meticulous care that must be taken in

Artist L)dia Eccles speaks at the opening about the Buffalo Gals' project concerning the use of video monitors
in Boston's subway system. Behind her is her "Peacekeeper Quilt" that is made entirely of documents, photographs, and magnetic tape retrieved from a Draper Lab dumpster. The dowments include Draper's MX
Missile and Trident Missile contracts, as well as dowments from Hughes Aircraft, Raytheon, and General
FJectric. Photo: Nancy Wechsler.

Julie Matthaei and another participant at the opening, experiencing The Dispersion Project by Karen Kimmel
and associates... Photo: Nancy Wechsler.
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keeping a piece of art in functioning
order, and perhaps in keeping our communities strong.
Ellen Shub's photographs documenting activism and resistance spanning twenty years, and Roberta Hayes'
photographs of Haitian life in America
complemented the more activist artwork including The Buffalo Gals'
installation piece, entitled "You're Soaking in It!," which urged attendees to get
involved fighting the proliferation of
commercial video monitors in Boston's
subway system. And the fax art component of the show was highly successful,
with artists and activists from across the
country (and several other countries as
well) making use of the fax machine to
send their poetry, imagery, and information out to all of us.
As this issue went to press only one
of several evening events planned as
continued on next page
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The ~ art bulletin board at the RESIST art show. So many faxes came in we filled up two large bulletin
boards, two thick notebooks, and they haven't stopped yet. .. Photo: Nancy Wechsler.

part of "Acts of Resistance" had taken
place. That event was a talk and slide
presentation on mail and fax art by
Chuck Welsh (aka "the Crackerjack
Kid"). Welsh, author of a forthcoming
book entitled Eternal Network: A Mail
Art Anthology, gave a capsule version of
the history of mail art (basically any
kind of art that can be sent by mail)
and its contribution to the birth of
fanzines. He talked about the subversive
possibilities of such forms of mail art as
stamp art (Welsh designed anti-Exxon
stamps following the Exxon Valdez
accident which later appeared on gas
tanks and were reproduced in a number
of national newspapers). In general mail
and fax artists exchange their work "as a
gift and as a form of communication,
not as a commodity," which, as the
Crackerjack Kid pointed out, is a radical concept these days.
Page Four

We also planned a presentation of
a number of videos made by RESIST
grantees, including "Deadly Deception»
with an accompanying talk by a member of INFACT about the impact of
the video on GE; and an evening of
Haitian culture organized by artist
Roberta Hayes, that included two
youth performances, food from the
Association of Haitian Women, drumming, and a presentation by the Cambridge Haitian-American Theatre Association.
Making all this happen was (a miracle) ... no, actually it was due to the
hard work of a great many supporters
of RESIST, and the Mobius staff especially Nancy Adams and Rochelle Fabb.
Special thanks are due ARTS/RESIST
members Debi Samdperil, Jo-Anne
Green, Jeremy Grainger, Meredith
Smith, and Kati Towle for their extraorRESIST Newsletter

dinary commitment to making this
project a success. Roberta Hayes did a
wonderful job organizing the Haitian
evening and we extend our thanks to all
the community activists she worked
with, especially co-coordin?-tor Franklin
Dalembert of the Somerville Haitian
Coalition. Thanks also to Kate Gyllensvard for her work on the video
night, and to RESIST board members
Louis Kampf, Ken Hale, Pam Chamberlain, and Wayne O'Neil for their
assistance at the opening. Many others
lent their support in countless ways and
the RESIST staff and board very much
appreciate your help. THANKS!!!
To all those RESIST grantees who
sent displays of your work for our 25th
anniversary events - they were also part
of the show and will be sent back to
you as soon as possible. Thanks for the
long-term loan and for your efforts in
making the displays. Many grantees
also sent in videos, and were sorry that
time didn't allow us to show them all.
So, to all participants and folks who
came to the events, thanks for making
your contribution to enhancing the
relationship between artists and activists
- and to building stronger and healthier communities working for justice and
peace.
•

Health Forum
co,.ntinued from page one

advised by her health care provider. The
study also revealed, however, that
teenagers, unmarried mothers, women
with low educational attainment, and
particularly Black women, are receiving
poor medical advice concerning their
pregnancies. Apparently African American women follow instructions as outlined by their providers. However, the
medical advice they receive is not
always accurate, and is often incomplete
and inferior compared to information
given to whites.
Furthermore, statistics dearly show
that Blacks are more likely to require
health care, but are less likely to receive
health care services. The most telling
numbers are statistics that show the
number of excess deaths; that is, the
number of African Americans who die
each year minus the number expected
November, 1993

Health Forum
to die in a group of whites of the same
age distribution. In other words, these
are the deaths that could theoretically
be prevented if Blacks lived under the
same health conditions as whites.
In 1987, for example, the National
Center for Health Statistics reported
nearly 75,000 excess deaths of African
Americans as compared to whites. It is
vital to understand the role that race
plays in relation to health status. At
every income level, Black mortality
rates are higher than those of whites.
Now we know that health behavior
is not simply a matter of knowing what
to do and what not to do and then
making rational choices. Rather, individual health reflects personal and social
circumstances. Poor women have limited decision-making powers within the
family and within society including the
power to control ·their own fertility.
Poor women often know the facts but
feel powerless to make changes because
their lives are conditioned by many levels of oppression and despair. Poverty,
along with systemic and internalized
racism, are the root causes of African
American women's poor health and distress, as well as for the hopeless and
powerless feeling that we are unable to
take effective action in our lives.
Women live in households, communities, and cities; in times, places,
and circumstances that spell health or
disease, life or death, with greater certainty than does access to quality health
care. For example, assaults by significant others cause more deaths and
injuries to women than car accidents,
rapes, and muggings combined. At the
same time, millions of women suffer a
daily toll of violence in their lives from
drugs, gangs, pervasive unemployment
and homelessness. Such intractable
problems as poverty and violence will
not yield to simple or short-term interventions.
What this all means is that good
health requires not simply the availability of quality, affordable health care services for women - we must also provide safe spaces for women to discuss
the realities of their lives, and to provide
the support and services each woman

In Light of Experience:
We Need New Health Care Models
ROBERT H. BARTH
This view ofhow activists might
consider the Clinton administrations proposals for health care
reform is reprinted with permission
from Links (Vol 1011 # 111 Spring/I
1993) the news magazine of the
National Central America Health
Rights Network (NCAHRN).
While this piece was written primarily for an audience of U.S. and
Central America health rights
activirts11 it has relevance to all those
affected by health care policy, and
thats all of us. It was al.so written
prior to the release of the health
reform task
plan. Neverthekss,
while this plan is bang debated, it is
not too la-te to inform ounelves and
advoalte for more mellnmgfoL more
far-reaching, structural change in
our health care system. For more
information on NCAHRN, see the
~ Thought You Might Be Interested. ... » column in this issue.

forces

"One fundamental goal of any
well-crafted indoctrination program is
to direct attention elsewhere, away
from effective power, its roots, and
the disguises it assumes."
·
- Noam Chomsky,

Deterring Democracy, 1992

F

or the ten years of NCAHRN's
existence, Central America has
been a principal arena for the exercise
of U.S. government power. To a large
extent, that power has been effective.
Popular movements - which, by
their example, threatened the submissive position of developing countries
- have been eradicated or rendered
impotent; proper priorities with
names like "democracy" and "free
enterprise" (meaning hegemony of
the business elites and dependably
obedient political/militaty structures)
have been restored. For much of the

continued on next page
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1980s, headlines recounted events in
Central America and the subsequent
political debate raging in the U.S.,
but such news stories have all but disappeared. Even the report of the
"Truth Commission" in Fl Salvador,
has caused little stir in the U.S. press
although it exposed the responsibility
of the Salvadoran government and
armed forces for murders and massacres so repeatedly dismissed by their
U.S. sponsors.
The continuing plight of the
poor majority, briefly empowered in
Grenada and Nicaragua, and the
courageous efforts of so many Central
Americans for health, for peace, for
social justice, are conveniently forgotten. Attention has been directed elsewhere. In the U.S., a new administration has come to power under the
banner of Change; high on the list of
changes to be wrought is reform of
the health care system.
Effective power in that system as
presently constituted is wielded by the
government, the insurance industry,
and, to a lesser extent, large commercial health care providers. Recent
entrants to the field, and prime
movers of the drive for change in the
health system, are industrial employers like Chrysler and PepsiCo, concerned. about the erosion of profits
from the cost of providing workers'
health care.
Physicians operate either as
entrepreneurs in independent relation
to these behemoths, marginalized
from policy except as a kind of ex:pert
witn~, or as outright - albeit well
paid - employees. Patients - or in
the more current terminology, health
care oonsumers - are mere spectators
·at the health policy arena.
In the health sector, enormous
amounts of capital are at play. How
often do we hear about the 12% to
14% of the gross national product
spent on medicine? The stakes are
high and the most powerful players
continued on next ptzge
Page Five
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NCAHRN Viewpoint

continuedfrom page five

continuedfrom page five

will clearly seek to dominate the

needs to be empowered to make the
best decision that she can make for herself and her family, with the resources
that she has, or has the ability to develop. What is required is a change in the
political, social, and economic environment, and a change in the way we think
about health - from an illness perspective to a wellness and preventative perspective.
The traditional public health message is one that is "if you don't go for
your health exams you will die from
some dreadful disease, usually cancer."
If you are pregnant, the emphasis is on
the damage you may cause your child.
Patients are expected to comply with
predetermined treatment plans that
don't take into account the realities of
women's circumstances. These scare tactics have not been successful in improving the health of poor women and their
children. There are general feelings of
distrust for the public health care system among the poor and among
women of color.
Historically, the system has been
paternalistic, and often void of dignity
and respect for its clients. Our performance is poor in the provision of clinical services; existing maternity services
are often impersonal, fragmented,
inconvenient, and neither communityoriented nor culturally appropriate.
Principles of informed consent are routinely violated, as we are now seeing
with the uses of Norplant and with
Depo-Provera.
Finally, a growing tendency to see
women and their infants as adversaries
has led to such extreme and untenable
practices as court-ordered Caesarean
births and imprisonment of drugaddicted mothers. A recent article in
Health A/foirs sums up this entire situation as the perinatal paradox - we're
doing more, spending more, and
accomplishing less.

game. One can, nonetheless, be sure
that the rhetoric will be that of rights,
and guarantees, and access for all
to the highest quality health care.
Attention once again will be directed
away from effective power, and from
the real goals and motivations behind
the designs for health care delivery,
which in large part will be the maintenance of power and profit by current
structures.

What do we know?
What do we really know about the
circumstances of these women's lives? A
ten year study done by Dr. Gail Wyatt,
an African American researcher at
UCIA, and a larger study done by the

An atmosphere of poaibility.
Yet, for the first time in many
years there is a real political opportunity for meaningful changes in the
U.S. medical system, and those of us
who have worked with struggling
health systems in Central America
have experience and insight of the
greatest relevance. We have glimpsed
the possibilities which can be derived
from a government which actually
tried to set health priorities according
to the needs of the people rather than
the needs of corporations, and to create a rational, comprehensive health
care delivery system.
On the other hand, we have witnessed firsthand the cynicism and
hypocrisy of the Reagan and Bush
diplomatic doublespeak, where war is
peace and contra mercenaries are freedom fighters, and we have seen the
tendency of mainstream media to
treat government-provided information as unexamined fact.

Unmasking the disguises of power
With this experience comes
responsibility. The new government
in Washington has brought ~ atmosphere of possibility, a feeling that
genuine, useful reform may not simply be utopian fantasy. Real change,
however, is not easy, and is unlikely to
come as the result of dramatic proclamations by an Olympian "task force."
There will be contentious struggle in
the media and in Congress. Throughout that struggle, the aims of power
will be disguised. If the opportunities
offered by an ostensibly progressive
Clintonian environment are to be

exploited, informed advocates of a
patient-oriented medical system must
be active and vocal. The goals of a
single-payer system with universal
access, and without a two-tiered
structure that segregat~ the poor may
be difficult to attain, but the political
opening for their realization exists
now more than it has for many years.
Our task, as always, includes
unmasking the disguises of power,
both within and outside the U.S.
Many of us have come to know these
disguises through participation
in NCAHRN delegations, work
programs, and colloquia in Central
America. We can be justifiably proud
that NCAHRN continues, after
ten years and through hard financial times, to pursue this extremely
important work. But effective political action demands widespread
participation.
We all share the responsibility to
keep the spotlight of our experience
trained on the political stage, in Central America where Cristiani's amnesty
seeks to render invisible the [Salvadoran] war criminals of the 1980s, and
in the U.S. where the administration
must be pr~sured to keep open a progressive political space, however
cramped it may be. That spotlight
must illuminate the face of power,
and keep our attention focused on the
real events as they unfold, dispelling
the distorted images and shadows. •

Robert Barth is a physician at the
Brooklyn veterans Administration,
an Assistant Professor of Medicine
at the SUNY Science Center in
Brooklyn, and is chairperson of
NCAHRN. For more information
write NCAHRN at 11 Maiden
Lane, # 1 OD, New York, NY
10038, or call (212) 732-4790.
Also, for information on policy
alternatives, contact Physicians for a
National Health Plan, Suite 5 00,
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,m
IL 60604; or the National Association ofSocial W0rkers, 750 First St.,
NE, Washington, D. C. 200024241.

continued on next page
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Allan Guttmacher Institute details the
high percentage of young women
whose first and subsequent sexual
encounters are either coerced or forced.
Imagine the anxiety, fear, repulsion, and
distrust of young women who conceive
a child under these circumstances.
What options, financial or emotional,
does a woman have to have to experience a safe pregnancy, or to maintain or
restore a child's health when her own
mental health is so fragile? Few maternal health programs are set up to elicit
this crucial bit of information, never
mind actually addressing the issue.
The crack epidemic, and the subsequent prosecution of poor, usually
African American women, for the prenatal crime of delivering drugs to the
fetus, are premised on erroneous
assumptions that will have disastrous
effects on the lives of these women and
· their children. One assumption is that
pregnant addicts are indifferent to the
health of their fetuses and are willingly
seeking to cause them harm. A second
erroneous assumption is that drug treatment is available, and pregnant women
willfully seek to avoid it. The effect of
these new laws will be to discourage
women who are alcohol or drug dependent and in need of health care, away
from seeking health care, harming the
very children that we are attempting to
help.
Poor women are blamed for all of
our social ills; punitive legislation mandating family caps, and the use of Norplant, are evident in more and more
state legislatures. Consider: we don't
have perfect contraception; the already
poor health status of women puts them
more at risk of disease and contraceptive failure; and yet, instead of tackling
the root causes ofwomen's poverty, and
providing them with education and
employment opportunities and safe and
effective contraceptive options, we punish them by further limiting their family incomes [through criminal charges
and incarceration] and attempting to
control their reproductive choices.
I think the experiences of poor
women and women of color regarding
reproductive health care and health
rights is a perfect example of how our
¼JL 2, #9

system works to control and disempower its female citizens. Historically poor
women and women of color have not
been allowed control over our reproductive lives. Starting with slavery, certainly, African American women have
had no or little choice with respect to
when, where, and even by whom, we
would bear our children.
Then, the eugenics movement,
sterilization abuse, high rates of hysterectomy, punitive and coercive use of
new contraceptive technology such as
Norplant, imperfect and unsafe contraception such as Depo-Provera, and the
lack of full information regarding risks
and side effects all combine to constantly compromise poor women's already
poor health status, and prevent women
from exercising their reproductive
rights.

We live in scary times
On the federal and state level,
courts and policy makers, as well as
health care practitioners face tough
reproductive rights and health policy
questions in the 1990s. The introduction of Norplant has been engulfed in
controversy that has centered around
access and abuse. Norplant remains in
danger of becoming a tool of policymakers bent on creating and implementing social policy to control women
and restrict welfare by controlling lowincome women's fertility.
At our office we receive phone calls
daily advising us that HMOs and publie health facilities are now requiring a
medical reason for women to have Norplant removed. It's not enough for
women to say "I don't want this, this
makes me feel unwell." Judges are
ordering women convicted of crimes to
be implanted with Norplant, and · are
sending directives to clinic providers
advising them that if the Norplant is
removed they will be held in contempt
of court. We are living in very scary
times.
We're particularly concerned about
the current interest in making birth
control pills available over-the-counter.
We think this will have a disastrous
effect on poor women because we are
making the assumption that we already
RESIST Newsletter

have access to quality health care. For
poor women this is obviously not so.
Additionally poor women often have all
of the kinds of health risks that contraindicate their using birth control pills.

Right to abortion for poor
women central
The government still provides
fi:1nds for poor women to either have
babies or to be sterilized, but not to
have abortions. After Roe v. Wade the
first major blow to the right to abortion
was aimed at poor women who are disproportionately women of African
descent. The enactment of the Hyde
amendment into law prohibited the use
of federal funds to pay for poor
women's abortions. And the defection
of the women's movement and health
care professionals from fighting for this
very basic right for poor women illustrated to the opposition the weakest
link in the chain of both the women's
movement and the health care community, and its been an uphill battle to
secure the right to abortion for poor
and young women ever since.
I think another example of how
poor women's needs are ignored or
compromised can be seen in the current
strategy within the reproductive health
and rights community working to pass
the Freedom of Choice Act. When the
Freedom of Choice Act was initially
drafted it was simply meant to codify
the principles of Roe v. Wade. H_owever,
as it worked its way through Congress,
there was a lot of resistance to the fact
that it would still allow states to pay for
poor women's abortions. So, in a compromise, Senate majority leader George
Mitchell said he would support the Act
but only if he could add an amendment
- an amendment that would permit
states to enact restrictions on the funding of poor women's abortions, and on
the rights of minors.
We feel that this is unconscionable,
that there is no way that we can support
a bill that says that we still have a seeand class citizenry here in terms of
health care.
In addhion were engaged in an his.toric. debate concerning health care
continued on next page
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reform. The failure to demand access to
a full range of reproductive health care,
which includes funding of abortion services, in the Freedom of Choice Act,
may translate into political acceptance
of discriminatory principles in national
health care reform. [This bill has not
moved forward since Scott delivered
these comments because of the many
concerns that have been raised about its
limitations. - ed.]
The available data today confirm
that restrictions on federal funding for
abortion, including funding for abortion in public hospitals, has had devastating consequences for low-income
women. Unless and until poor women
have the basic right to determine
whether or not and under what circumstances they will bear children, they will
not be able to take advantage of educational, employment, or other opportunities that will allow them to improve
the quality of their lives, and that of
their children.
Again and again social analysts and
academicians have constructed theories
which assign the blame of poverty to
the poor themselves. These theories
undergircl most legislation, permeating
our conventional wisdom and popular
culture. The results are programs and
approaches that focus on the "deviant
behavior" of poor people, and not on
the discriminatory behavior of institutions. Many analysts, policy makers,
and even practitioners, diminish or
worse, completely disregard the cultural
diversity of people they are supposed to
be serving.
What has often been ignored is that
non-financial barriers, as well as inadequate financial supports, are imbedded
in the persistent social problems
endured by many poor families. Our
challenge, for the future, is to move the
priorities of policy makers and health
care professionals closer to the concerns
of the women affected, so actions will
be taken that can improve the quality of
life for women and their children.
Given the historical and current
day evidence that abusive practices
occur, members of the health care community always seems to have their
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heads buried in the sand, or to be completely shocked or taken aback when
they are made aware of the abuses. Now
from our vantage point, we do not see
the level of advocacy and support we
need from health care practitioners, or
their powerful professional associations,
in addressing the abuses of the system.
Conventional social service programs are not designed to address these
conditions. Entitlement programs obviously are necessary, but their structure
and operation address the symptoms of
hunger and disease rather than the conditions that create them. What is needed is an intervention that replaces
despair with self-respect and self-knowledge; replaces cynicism with hope;
replaces helplessness with a sense of personal power; replaces social isolation
with personal connectedness and a
sense of community; and replaces a
legacy of shared shame with a vision of
shared confidence for the future.
At the lliack Women's Health Project we believe in the concept of selfhelp: self-help is a basic acceptance of
Black women as worthy individuals. It
encourages and empowers women to
trust themselves, to make decisions
~bout their lives, and to understand
themselves and the reaction of others
according to the realities created by the
social inequities of race, class, and gender. African American women are not
all alike, and it is important to recognize our diversity; to understand and
appreciate what factors contribute to
the quality of our lives, and what factors diminish the quality of our lives.
Health educators, medical providers, and service program planners
can benefit greatly from the involvement of women as active participants in
their own heal th care, rather than as
passive recipients of services. Indeed the
success of these services depends upon
the acti-v e involvement of women
expected to benefit from them. Women
most affected by a problem, and who
live with it daily, often carry the solutions within themselves. A successful
approach must be culturally sensitive in
design, content, and implementation.
This approach recognizes the
strengths of the African American cul-
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ture by validating and respecting its
importance in providing a way of life. It
recognizes that culture embodies values,
beliefs, and attitudes that can influence
lifestyle changes independent of socioeconomic status. As health advocates,
we must be vigilant in our efforts to
scrutinize the negative effects and
potential for abuse inherent in our
health care system. And the health care
community has an important role to
play in changing the system.
The hardest thing to do, and the
first thing we must do, is acknowledge
that racism exists within our institutions, sometimes within ourselves. It is
hard to acknowledge that racism circumscribes and pervades our lives.
Racism must be dealt with on two levels - the personal and the societal, the
emotional and the institutional. The
personal is what we each bring with us,
our attitudes and experiences, perceptions and learnings from our families
and friends early in life that allow
unequal and inferior practices to exist
and persist. This is the hardest level to
deal with because we are still unable to
acknowledge that it may exist within
us. However difficult, we must begin to
confront racist remarks and actions
when we see and hear them, in our
families, our neighborhoods, our religious and educational institutions, our
civic and social organizations, and in
our workplaces.
No law or government decree can
work without our individual voices and
attention. When we focus our work to
improve the quality of life for women
with the least access and resources, all
women's lives are improved.
•

For more information on these issues,
contact the National Bl.ack Womens
Health Project, 1615 M St. NW,
Suite 230, Washington, D. C. 20036,
or call 202 835-0117
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continuedfrom page ten
developed a new model of health education
for women, based primarily on sdf-help
techniques. In 1975, several of these cent.ers
formed the Federation of Feminist Women's
Health Centers to foster closer communication, to share resources, and work toward
common political and social goals. Federation members traveled to Europe to share
ideas with women in England, France, Germany, Italy, and The Netherlands. In 1973,
members traveled across the Unit.ed States
conducting workshops and speaking at conferences. These tours and presentations
continue today, and have inspired self-help
groups and women-controlled clinics to
open all over the country. Members of the
Federation now have close contact with
feminist clinics and grassroots projects in
Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Nicaragua,
Canada, Iran, China, Japan, and New
Zealand.
The goals of the Federation are to promot.e and provide access to safe, legal abortion and relat.ed care; to enhance communication among women-controlled clinics and
health projects; to promot.e reproductive
rights, and women's control over their bodies and sexuality; to conduct independent
research on women's health issues; to act as
a resource for sharing skills, information,
and strat.egies; to influence public health
policy and serve as a voice for feminist concerns in national health and governmental
organizations; and to promot.e feminism
that includes, but is not limit.ed to, analyses
of how race, sex, class, and imperialism
affect women. RESIST's recent grant was
used to improve the Federation's computerized list of its contacts.

Asian Pacific AIDS Council
P.O. Box 3161
Seattle, WA 98114
At the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, few people believed that AIDS was a
matter of concern for Asians and Pacific
Islanders. Within these communities, those
who wished to stop the spread of AIDS
worked in isolation. In addition, public
health officials did not believe that AIDS
was a problem for Asians. There were virtually no culturally appropriat.e or languageaccessible educational materials or services.
In 1989, The Asian Pacific AIDS Council
(~AC) was organized under the auspices
of the People of Color Against AIDS Network, to slow the spread of HN among
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Asians and Pacific Islanders in the U.S.
Over the past four years, APAC has provided grassroots education on AIDS, and has
agitated for increased funding and services
for these communities. APAC has produced
80,000 AIDS information brochures in
seven languages, and has organized multilingual AIDS workshops serving some
1,000 persons.
APAC's goals are to mobilize the Asian
and Pacific Islander communities to address
culturally difficult topics (such as AIDS,
sex, sexual orientation, and disease) in a culturally appropriat.e way; and to challenge
biase:; by public health and mainstream
AIDS agencies that result in lack of access,
services, and funding. APAC's strat.egies to
achieve these goals are based on members'
experiences, including the diverse ethnic,
lesbian and gay, and women's communities.
RESIST's recent grant was used to support a pilot project focusing on AIDS education for Vietnamese refugee women. Vietnamese women, oft.en marginalized because
of their language, class, race, and gender,
are particularly neglect.ed by mainstream
AIDS education efforts. Asians and Pacific
Islanders are the largest racial minority in
the Seattle area, and the Vietnamese refugee
community is the largest refugee population
in Seattle. The pilot program uses a "t.ea
party" format allowing controversial and
pot.entially embarrassing topics to be discussed in a relaxed setting. RESIST's support was used for organizing expenses,
childcare, and stipends for participants.

Women Against Imperialism
3543 18th Street, Box 14
San Francisco, CA 94110
Women Against Imperialism was
formed in 1981 to organize an lnt.ernational Women's Day march and demonstration
in San Francisco. WAI has continued to
work in coalitions to organize annual International Women's Day events. Since 1981,
the group has broadened its political agenda
to include work in solidarity with Central
America, the Philippines and Palestine; in
support of lesbian and gay liberation and
feminism; against racism and militarism;
and in support of political prisoners. Reproductive freedom has been an important part
of the group's work, including defense of
abortion clinics, demonstrations, and educational events.
Beginning early this year WAI has
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sought to educate its members concerning
the Food and Drug Administration's
approval of Depo-Provera, the birth control
drug that had been banned for use in this
country since the early 1970s. WAI collected and studied information about DepoProvera from a range of sources and concluded that, although women need more
birth control options, the potential dangers
ofDepo-Provera outweigh the apparent
benefits of the drug. WAI agreed to support
the moratorium on the drug called for by
the National Black Women's Health Project. WAI worked with the National Latina
Health Organization (NLHO) to design a
poster in English and Spanish to help publicize the potential health hazards of DepoProvera.
One ofWAI's goals is to encourage
women to get involved in the campaign to
stop the use of this drug and at the same
time demand safe birth control alternatives.
The poster includes information about the
most active national organizations and
grassroots projects opposing Depo-Provera.
WAI is working closely with the NLHO to
promote distribution of the post.er, a moratorium petition, and background materials
to women's health clinics, health providers,
feminist organizations, and the media.
RESIST's grant was used for printing and
postage to support this campaign.

Solidarity Work
Brigades
To Nicaragua
MARCH & APRIL 1994

Build homes with the
Mothers of Heroes &
Martyrs
Contact: New England-Nicaragua
Construction Brigade
21 Guernsey Ave.
Montpelier, Vf 05602
(802) 223-8935
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In each issue ofthe newsletter we
highlight a few recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this issue
we feature grants to groups working on
women's health issues. The information
in these briefreports is provided by the
groups themselves. For farther information, please write to them at the addresses
included here.

National Network of
Abortion Funds
c/o Aborti.on Rights Fund of
\:%stern Mass., P.O. Box 732

untenable ((choice" of carrying an unwanted
pregnancy to term or attempting a dangerous, illegal procedure. During the past year
alone, an estimated 6,000 such women
were aided by these groups. Unfortunately,
most funds have had little visibility beyond
their local communities. Before 1992, the
28 abortion funds around the country had
virtually no contact with each other; until
recently there was not even a complete listing of these funds.
At a foun~g conference this summer,
organi:zations advocating for low-income
women's reproductive rights announced
the formation of the National Network
of Abortion Funds (NNAF). The coalition
hopes to ensure access to reproductive
health care through repeal of the Hyde
Amendment and inclusion of abortion
services in national health care reform;
to establish a national referral service for
low-income women seeking abortions; to
create new funds to aid low-income women
in currently unserved parts of the country;
and to provide mutual support for existing
organizations.
Participants at the founding conference
included representatives from 22 funds in
14 states - California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and the District of Colombia. Also participating in the
conference were Kathryn Kolbert of the
Center for Reproductive Law and Policy;
Marlene Fried of the Abortion Rights Fund
of Western Massachusetts; Julia Scott of the
National Black Women's Health Project;
and Barbara Radford of the National Abortion Federation.

RESIST's recent grant was used to help
pay for photocopying of conference packets
and written materials, and other support in
planning the conference.

Vermont Women's
Health Center

336 North Avenue
Burlington, VF 05401

The Vermont Women's Health Center
began offering routine gynecological and
abortion services in 1972. Since that time,
the non-profit center has expanded its services
to include wellness programs, menoHadley, MA 01035
pausal services, contraceptive care, a sexualBy the end of the Reagan-Bush years,
ly transmitted disease prevention program,
an estimated one in five women in the U .S~
and other services. The Center has provided
seeking an abortion was unable to obtain
expert testimony before the U.S. Congress,
one, and many of those who did had to
the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Vermont
overcome enormous obstacles because of
legislature. The group also conducts educaclass and age barriers. Medicaid cutoffs in
tional presentations for schools, community
most states, the closing of clinics in teaching
groups, and professional organi:zations.
hospitals, parental consent laws, attacks on
During the Center's 20th anniversary
sex education programs, and growing numyear, the group sponsored a number of probers of uninsured ((working poor," all conjects promoting dialogue on women, famitributed to the problem. Women of color,
lies, and health care. As part of that work,
rural women, and women with chronic
the Center organized four educational
health problems or disabilities have been
events. The first was a public forum in
disproportionately deni~d access to abortion
which local and national activists discussed
and other reproductive health care.
health care reform and defined a reform
During the 1980s, as mainstream proagenda focused on women's needs as
choice groups focused on legal guarantees
patients, caregivers, and family members;
and electoral work, thousands of activists
the second event was a dialogue on women
became involved in local fundraising and
as caregivers addressing the concerns of
advocacy efforts to help women already
women taking care of elderly relatives, older
living in a post-Roe era, through abortion
women receiving care, and workers at
funds. These organi:zations seek to help
resource organi:zations providing assistance
women who, because of their inability
to both groups; the third project was a halfto pay for a safe, legal abortion, face the
day conference addressing diverse definitions of "family" including single parenting,
adoption, families without children, multiJoin the Resist Pledge Program
1
generational families, and same-sex couples
We'd like you to consider becoming a
Yes! l would like to become a Resist
in families; the final project was a series of
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over Pledge. I'd like to pledge$._ _ _ _ / 1
events led by teenagers about their concerns
25% of our income.- By becoming a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly~ bi-I
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I - it included a performance piece, a speakout, and a mural. RESIST's grant was used
fixed and dependable source of income
Enclosed is my pledge contribution :
for
general support for the Center's educaon which we can build our ~rant making of $.______ •
.
I
program. In return, we will send you a
1 tional programs.
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
I can't join the pledge program just I
along with your newsletter. We will now, but here's a contribution to sup-: Federation of Feminist
keep you up-to-date on the groups we port your work.$.____
1 Women's Heatth Centers
have funded,. and the other work being Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 633 E. 11th Street
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
I Eugene, OR 97401
become a Resist Pledge! We count on Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
you, and the groups we fund count on City /State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Feminist women's health centers, most
us.
I of which were founded in the early 1970s,
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R~ist
One Summer Street, Somerville, MA 02143 • (617) 623-5110
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